Searching for our new digital content via Voyager, OCLC, IDEALS, CONTENTdm, Illinois Harvest
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Collections being digitized, see:
http://illinoisharvest.grainger.uiuc.edu/collection_policy.asp

OCA digitization – ongoing:

Volumes digitized by OCA to date: 1,785
Bib records updated in the online catalog / OCLC and added to Illinois Harvest: 785

1. Find in online catalog or from Book tab search box on Library Gateway

   Search by “open content alliance” keyword
   Records also appear in I-Share

2. Find in Open World Cat -- http://www.worldcat.org/; search for “open content alliance”


   From UIUC view, note, link back to Voyager record and use of Handles for persistent URL

Delivery of other digitization content – in active development or coming soon:

1. Rare Book Unica – http://libsysdigi.library.uiuc.edu/ilharvest/unica/Books2007-09/anon0001libque/

   Note, preview & high resolution PDF and use of METS Page-by-Page Navigator

2. Adding OCA & vendor digitized content to IDEALS – search online catalog for “Allerton Park Institute”

   See for example http://www.ideals.uiuc.edu/handle/2142/431

   Coming soon – Library Trends, Engineering Experiment Station Bulletin, Illinois Natural History Survey Reports, …

3. New collections being added to CONTENTdm – linked from http://images.library.uiuc.edu:8082/

   Portraits of Actors (http://images.library.uiuc.edu:8082/projects/actors/), UI – Built Environment
   (http://images.library.uiuc.edu:8082/blueprints/), Bronze Tablets, …

   Upgrades in progress for German Emblem Book, Motley Collection of Theatre & Costume Design

4. Brittle books – preservation digitization

5. Board of Trustees – University Archives

6. Newspaper digitization – HPNL